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ABSTRACT: The electronic structure of semiconducting
carbon nanotubes selected through polymer functionalization
is routinely verified by measuring the spectral van Hove
singularity signature under ultraclean vacuum conditions.
Interpreting the effect of unperturbed polymer adsorption on
the nanotube energetic bands in solvent media is exper-
imentally challenging owing to solvent molecular crowding
around the hybrid complex. Here, a liquid-based scanning
tunneling microscope and spectroscope operating in a noise-
free laboratory is used to resolve the polymer-semiconducting carbon-nanotube-underlying graphene heterostructure in the
presence of encompassing solvent molecules. The spectroscopic measurements highlight the role of polymer packing and
graphene landscape on the electronic shifts induced in the nanotube energy bands. Together with molecular dynamics
simulations, our experimental findings emphasize the necessity of recording physicochemical and electronic properties of liquid-
phase solubilized hybrid materials in their native state.

■ INTRODUCTION

Device scaling requires dimensional shrinking of interconnects.
Semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) are
one such nanometer-sized electronic material of interest as
active electronic component in circuits.1−3 The challenge is to
deliver purely semiconducting SWCNTs in a low-cost and
scale-invariant process compatible with a sub-10 nm
manufacturing process.3 Wrapping carbon nanotubes with
polymeric molecules4−10 is a well-established method to
segregate semiconducting tubes from their metallic counter-
parts in thermodynamically stable solutions. The onus then is
to select polymeric materials that can both serve as good
SWCNT dispersants and possess the right band gap in order to
improve the electronic properties of the hybrid material.5 Prior
to integrating these functional hybrid materials in transistors
operating at kilohertz range switching speeds with high on/off
ratios11 and in emerging disciplines such ranging from plant
nanobionics12,13 to neuromorphic computing,14,15 a detailed
understanding of their electronic structure, conduction modes
of these liquid-solublized materials as it interfaces with solvent
molecules is required. The general structure of the polymer−
carbon nanotube complex has been studied through atomic
force microscopy11,16,17 under ambient conditions and with
high-resolution scanning tunneling microscopy18 and spectros-
copy techniques,19 where the polymer wrapping angle and
energy gaps are resolved under ultrahigh vacuum conditions.
Optical spectroscopy techniques8,16,20,21 have also been

successful in decoding the interactions between the non-
covalently wrapped polymer and carbon nanostructures but in
liquid phase where the structural integrity of the polymer−
nanotube complex is not compromised.
In general, it would be highly desirable to extract information

on the factors controlling electronic transport through polymer
wrapped single walled carbon nanotube (PW-SWCNT) under
ambient conditions that is relevant to device fabrication and
operation. Successful experiments in this direction will bridge
the gap between engineering novel polymer functionalized
semiconducting nanotubes and emerging device architectures.
However, the challenge is to devise experiments that can verify
the structure−function relationship of the polymer−nanotube
complex at the atomic scale without denaturing the polymer
structure hence requiring measurements directly on the hybrid
complex in the presence of solvents used to solubilize the PW-
SWCNTs. We resolve with high spatial and energy resolution
the electronic structure of the PW-SWCNTs buried in solvent
molecules at room-temperature. Our findings indicate the
polymer assembly modes to have a direct impact on the density
of the states of the semiconducting nanotube verified through
liquid-based scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and
spectroscopy (STS). We observe the polymeric strands to
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spatially distance the nanotube and the metal substrate,
resulting in reduced metal induced hybridization of carbon
nanotube energy levels for nanotubes with closely packed
polymeric molecules. Combined with atomic-scale molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations we elucidate the elemental
structural and electronic polymer−nanotube interface in a
solvent environment at room-temperature.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this work, we focus on poly[2,6-(4,4-bis(2-dodecyl)-4H-
cyclopenta[2,1-b;3,4b′]dithiophene)-alt-4,7(2,1,3-benzothiadia-
zole)] (P12CPDTBT) conjugated polymeric molecules
wrapped around semiconducting-SWCNTs synthesized via
the arc discharge technique (SO) and dispersed in toluene
(see Supporting Information S1 for details on PW-SWCNT
solution synthesis). Figure 1a is a detailed chirality map
together with a MD simulation snapshot of P12CPDTBT
wrapped SWCNT structure. The chemical structure of the
polymeric molecule is shown in Figure 1b. For this study, we
have selected the SO tubes with larger diameter and catalyst
particle-free as the backbone over which the polymers
assemble. The PW-SWCNT solution is deposited (2 μL of
10−3 M concentration) onto chemical vapor deposition-grown
graphene on Cu foil for STM/STS analytics, respectively. In
order to study the topology and chemical structure of the
hybrid complex, PW-SWCNTs in liquid-phase were deposited
onto SiO2 surface and studied via colocalized AFM and Raman
spectroscope (see S2 section in Supporting Information for
details on the experimental setup). Figure 1c is a tapping-mode
AFM topographic image of a sparsely connected PW-SWCNT
networks composed of individual tubes (indicated by yellow
arrow) and bundles (indicated by red arrow). Following our
section analysis of ∼30 individual tubes registered by tapping-
mode AFM, we calculated the mean diameter and length to be
(1.3 ± 0.2) nm and (0.8 ± 0.5) μm. Closer examination of the
AFM image reveals local height variations, shown by the color
code along the nanotube sidewalls and a more prominent
increase in height profiles at the junction sites between
adjoining tubes. However, neither the polymer structure nor
the wrapping angle of the polymer backbone is resolved from
such AFM topographic profiles acquired under ambient

conditions. The corresponding Raman spectrum (Figure 1d)
acquired over the nanotubes within the specific frame as shown
in Figure 1c exhibits sharp peaks centered around 1300 and
1600 cm−1 which can be associated with the G bands for
metallic and semiconducting SWCNTs. The ratio between the
two bands and the symmetric shape of the peaks shows that the
sample is mostly composed by semiconducting species.22 The
band located between 1300 and 1350 cm−1, could be attributed
to the D band which is activated in all forms of carbon
consisting of sp2 sites stemming from defects lowering the
crystal symmetry.23 Conversely, previous Raman studies on
PCPDTBT polymeric molecules24 report on sharp peaks
centered around 1350 cm−1 indicating that the peak we
observe near 1340 cm−1 stems from the defects on the carbon
backbone induced by sonication and from the conjugated
polymer.
To clarify the wrapping mechanism of P12CPDTBT around

SWCNTs at experimentally inaccessible time scales we rely on
atomistic simulations. The nanotube (12,10) was chosen for
the MD simulations because it is one of the selected nanotubes
by P12CPDTBT polymers with a diameter of ∼1.5 nm, which
is representative of the SWCNT source used in the
experimental part of this work. The simulations were carried
out in two steps: first, the nanotube-polymer-toluene system
was equilibrated after a 920 ps MD run. Then a graphene sheet
was added and the system was allowed to equilibrate for more
than 830 ps. The structure obtained upon classical MD
simulation is shown in Figure 1e, where the alkyl tails interface
periodically with the graphene surface according to the polymer
helical pitch. In particular, the polymeric strands appear to wrap
a single nanotube side-by-side in a single helix where one of the
alkyl tails interdigitates per tail per repeat unit and the other
unit points outward thereby stabilizing the hybrid complex. To
quantify the polymer−nanotube binding energy we perform
third-order self-consistent charge density-functional tight-bind-
ing with empirical dispersion (DFTB3-D3) calculations. We
calculate a polymer-carbon nanotube binding energy of 1.31 eV
for tubes with indices of (12,10) (see Supporting Information
section S3 for MD simulation and binding energy calculation
details).

Figure 1. (a) Chirality map and MD simulation snapshot of polymer-wrapped single-walled carbon-nanotube structure. (b) Chemical structure of
P12CPDTBT polymeric molecule. (c) Topography of sparsely connected PW-SWCNT network deposited on SiO2 surface acquired through atomic
force microscopy operated in intermittent-contact mode (scale bar: 50 nm). (d) Raman spectrum acquired over a sparse PW-SWCNT network
(excitation 473 nm). (e) Molecular surface from a molecular dynamics snapshot of the nanotube−polymer−solvent−graphene system.
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To experimentally verify the assembly and electronic
interaction between the polymeric strands on the SWCNTs
we conducted high-resolution STM and STS measurements
(see schematic representation of the experimental setup in
Figure 2a) along the length of the hybrid complex. Previously,

we have employed this tool for atomic-scale registry of surface-
confined soft nanomaterials in a liquid environment.25−28

Typically, before commencing imaging and spectroscopic
analysis of single PW-SWCNTs, the STM tip quality is verified
by means of controls where the atomic lattice and
bandstructure of the underlying graphene surface is resolved
(see Figure S1, Supporting Information) in toluene environ-
ment. A spatially magnified constant-current STM image of a
single PW-SWCNT (tube diameter: ∼1.5 nm) is shown in the
inset of Figure 2b. The well-defined carbon nanostructure,
coiled polymer layer and a clean underlying graphene surface as
seen from the STM image are shielded from ambient
contamination by the toluene layer, thereby allowing reliable
reproduction of the surface topology with spatial information
content on par with STM studies under UHV conditions.19,29 It
can be seen from the STM image that the polymeric strands do
not wrap the tube axis homogeneously over the entire tube
length resulting in the presence of small regions with
nonfunctionalized nanotube sidewall. The real-space data
indicates the possibility of multiple parallel wrapped polymeric

arrangement on the nanotube sidewalls and the presence of
lateral polymer chains (highlighted by MD simulations, Figure
1e), which was initially suggested by Smalley and co-workers30

based on MD calculations as a possible energetic configuration.
Upon resolving the polymeric molecules wrapping the

nanotube sidewalls with STM we then focus on mapping the
intrinsic electronic structure and local density of states (LDOS)
of a single PW-SWCNT. Previously the electronic structure of
nonfunctionalized nanotubes31,32 and nanotubes wrapped with
polymeric molecules18,19 were studied in great detail with
point-probe STS. Until now, the van Hove singularities
associated with the bandstructure,31 many-body interactions
in electronic band gaps of semiconducting nanotubes33 and
charge transmission details from the polymer to the core
nanotube18,19 have been determined unambiguously at room-
temperature and on thermally stable platforms (2−10 K) but
only under ultraclean UHV settings. Figure 2b is a differential
conductance (dI/dV) spectrum, which is a measure of LDOS
around the Fermi edge as a function of applied sample voltage
acquired over a PW-SWCNT in the presence of toluene under
standard laboratory conditions. The STM probe is positioned
and dI/dV curves collected over the areas where there are no
polymeric strands wrapping the tubes (red spectra, Figure 2b,
averaged over 10 individually acquired spectral curves with an
acquisition time of ∼3 s per spectrum) and over regions where
the polymeric molecules are clearly discernible from the STM
topographic profile. The feedback loop is reinitiated between
successive spectral data-acquisition steps, and the nanotube
segment is imaged to ensure the exact probe position. The
spectral data acquired over the nonfunctionalized region of the
nanotube is dominated by sharp energetic peaks (red spectra
Figure 2b) observed closer to the Fermi edge. It is known that
P12CPDTBT molecules have a highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) gap of ∼1.8 eV34 and toluene has a HOMO−LUMO
gap ∼6.5 eV.35 Hence the energetic peaks observed closer to
the Fermi edge cannot be directly due to solvent medium but
the contribution of the polymer electronic states to the
nanotube density of states below zero is not negligible (see also
the theoretical densities of states in Supporting Information
Figure S2). We then measure the energy gap (ΔE) of this
nanotube (STM image inset Figure 2b) to be ∼0.5 eV, based
on the energy difference between the first van Hove
singularities, comparable with previous STS reports on
semiconducting nanotubes at 4 K32 and at room-temperature.29

Repositioning, the STM probe onto a polymer-adsorbed area
along the carbon nanotube as shown in the STM image inset in
Figure 2b and recording dI/dV curves, we observe a contrast in
the intensity and number of resolvable energetic peaks
(vertically offset green spectra Figure 2b) compared with the
dI/dV spectra acquired over the bare nanotube (red spectra
Figure 2b). Although the line shapes of the two spectral curves
are similar (peaks centered around −0.8 eV), there is an overall
reduction in peak intensity as a result of the spectral dampening
effect of the polymer on the one-dimensional energy bands
associated with the inner carbon nanotube. However, new
features appear in the PW-SWCNT spectra, which could evoke
the formation of hybrid electronic states, shown recently, for
peapod-like hybrids through experimental and density func-
tional theory calculations.36,37

In addition to imaging tightly packed polymer strand
assembly on the nanotube sidewalls as shown in inset Figure
2b, we also detected spatially well-distanced polymeric

Figure 2. (a) Schematic of a liquid-based scanning tunneling
microscope and spectroscope. CVD-grown monolayer graphene on
Cu foil is used as the substrate over which PW-SWCNT dispersed in
toluene solvent is deposited. The entire sample is placed inside a
compact Teflon-based liquid cell. (b) Point-probe spectroscopic
analysis of local density of states measured over nonfunctionalized
SWCNT (red spectra) and over polymer-wrapped area on SWCNT
sidewall (green spectra) (set point parameters: It = 180 pA, Vb = 0.5
V). The PW-SWCNT over which the dI/dV spectroscopic curves were
acquired is also represented in a constant-current STM image in the
inset in panel b. (Scan parameters: tunnel current set point (It) = 8 pA,
sample bias (Vb) = −0.5 V, scan rate = 24 Hz, image size = 3.8 nm ×
4.4 nm.)
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assembly on the nanotubes. Figure 3a is a high-resolution
constant current large-area STM image of a PW-SWCNT
complex where there is a much larger spacing between adjacent
polymer strands (indicated by a white rectangle) when
compared to the close packed polymer assembly with only
smaller region where the core nanotube is nonfunctionalized as
seen in the same figure (indicated by black dotted line) and in
the inset STM image in Figure 2b. Performing local-point
probe spectroscopy on the wide-spaced area devoid of any
polymer wrapping over the region marked with white rectangle
in Figure 3a and as schematically depicted in Figure 3b we
observed marked difference in the spectral signature recorded
over the bare nanotube region. A shift of the Fermi energy
toward the valence band edge is observable from the differential
conductance spectral curve (Figure 3c). Similar doped
electronic structure was previously reported for semiconducting
tubes deposited directly on Au(111) and the doping effect was
attributed to charge transfer from the metallic d-bands into the
energetic states of the nanotube.32,38

Conversely, in our experiments, the liquid-phase solubilized
PW-SWCNTs were deposited onto graphene grown on Cu foil,
wherein the single-layer graphene should serve as a spacer to
electronically decouple the overlying carbon nanotube.
However, it has been shown that the atomic lattice of graphene
has topological imperfections such as point-defects27,39 through
which electrons could still tunnel through from the underlying
Cu.40 This result suggests that a tightly packed polymeric
assembly on the carbon backbone tends to reduce the
nanotube−metal electronic overlap. In cases where there is a

large area of nonfunctionalized carbon backbone, as seen in
Figure 3a, it can lead to metal induced hybridization of
nanotube wave functions as seen from the shift in the energy
gaps and the nonsymmetric positioning of the spectral curve
around zero-bias voltage (Figure 3c).
Taken together, the spectroscopy data indicates two different

spectral signatures; nanotube regions with closely assembled
polymers (Figure 2b) that spatially distances the nanotube from
the surface and comparatively larger areas of exposed nanotube
regions with no polymer wrapping (Figure 3a), resulting in
physical proximity with the underlying surface leading to
hybridization of metal-nanotube energy levels (Figure 3c). In
addition, the combined spectral analysis shows the measured
energy gap to scale inversely with the diameter of the core
nanotube (Figure 3d) emphasizing the role of diameter and
local electrical contact of polymer assembly on the nanotube
wave functions. The origin for the error bars in the plot of
energy gap versus carbon nanotube diameter (Figure 3d) stems
from the energetic shifts in the primary energetic peaks around
the Fermi edge when measured on different carbon nanotubes
at room-temperature as shown in the statistical distribution of
the measured nanotube energy gaps (Figure 3e). The error bar
in Figure 3d on each data point is a result of averaging over 15
different nanotubes located within the same sample. To check
the reproducibility of the differential conductance spectra
reported for the polymer wrapped nanotubes, each forward and
reverse voltage sweep (tip stability and image resolution is
constantly monitored) was analyzed for each individual case
and reported only for reproducible spectral curves (forward and

Figure 3. (a) Three-dimensionally represented constant-current STM image of a single PW-SWCNT in a toluene environment. The polymer
wrapping along the carbon nanostructure is marked by black dashed lines. Areas where the polymer is missing are marked as a nonfunctionalized area
within the white dashed rectangle. (Scan parameters: It = 4 pA, Vb = −0.8 V, scan rate = 18 Hz.) (b) Schematic for the local point probe
spectroscopic analysis on the carbon nanostructure devoid of any polymeric wrapping over long intervals. (c) Differential conductance spectra
acquired over the region indicated by the white rectangle in panel a. The difference in energy spacing between the sharp primary energetic peaks
centered around −0.25 and +0.45 eV provide an energy gap of 0.65 eV (set point parameters: It = 180 pA, Vb = 0.5 V). The stark shift in the gaps to
the right indicates hybridization of nanotube wave functions with the underlying Cu even in the presence of the graphene layer. The top inset in
panel (c) is a snapshot of MD simulations of a PW-SWCNT on monatomic graphene lattice in the presence of a toluene molecules crowding around
the hybrid complex. (d) Plot of core nanotube energy gap as a function of tube diameter measured on the nonfunctionalized region of individual
nanotubes showing a trend where the tube diameter scales inversely with the measured energy gap. (e) Statistical analysis of the energy gap
distribution measured on several PW-SWCNTs.
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reverse) obtained on the PW-SWCNTs which comply with the
applied feedback loop settings.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the effect of polymer adsorption on the electronic
structure of semiconducting carbon nanotubes adsorbed on
graphene in solvent media has been registered through a
combined scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy
investigation. The crystallinity of the polymeric strands remains
conserved even after wrapping the nanotube sidewalls through
multiple parallel modes. The differences in spectral signature
for nanotubes as a function of the homogeneity and spacing of
the polymer strands is resolved with high-energy resolution.
The present data suggests that the polymer wrapping not only
enriches the semiconducting nanotubes but also disentangles
locally the nanotube backbone adsorbed on graphene from the
bottom metallic contacts. Thus, the precise description of
interfacial interactions of hybrid carbon nanomaterials even in
chemically congested environments is a requisite for integration
with emerging graphene devices.41,42
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